Modeling the behavior of a system under development has proven to be a very effective way to ensure that it will be constructed correctly. However, building up this model is a difficult task that requires a significant time investment in and a high level of expertise. Consequently, incremental approaches that construct a system model from partial behavioral descriptions have been widely adopted. The challenge in such approaches lies in finding both the adequate behavioral formalism that fits the needs of the analyst as well as a formal composition mechanism that facilitates the generation of the expected behavioral model and produces a verifiable model. Within this framework, use case approaches have been also accepted in industry because they make the process of requirement elicitation simpler. Their main shortcoming is their lack of formalization, which makes validation difficult. In this paper, we propose a formal approach for composing system behaviors where partial system behaviors are defined as finite state automata. Each automaton represents a use case that describes a certain system concern, hence the name use case automata (UCA). The composition of different UCAs could be performed with respect to a set of states or transitions specified by the analyst, using certain composition operators. Each of these operators has a precise semantics, which is defined by how the composition is performed. The formalization of use case composition is based on label matching between the UCAs to be composed. Our approach is fully automated and provides the advantage of generating a UCA that meets the intended behavior without unexpected scenarios. Finally, we present the UMACT tool, which implements our composition approach.
Introduction
As systems are becoming larger and more complex, generation of a formal behavioral model from informal requirements has become a crucial and challenging task. A faulty model can lead to a low-quality system. Many studies have been conducted in order to formalize this model generation process [1, 2] . Incremental approaches seem to be appropriate. They help not only the process of building up the system behavior in an iterative way but also the process of validating and verifying the user requirements. To accomplish this goal, use case and scenario based approaches have been well received and have a wide acceptance in the industry. Intuitively, a use case is a sequence of actions performed by the system to yield an observable result of value to a particular user [3] , and a scenario is the realization of a use case. In such approaches, the system functionalities are described by a set of use cases that are more or less independent of each other.
Use case approaches have many advantages. In fact, partially describing the system behavior is less difficult than specifying it as a whole. It makes the requirement elicitation more intuitive and the communication between stakeholders more straightforward. In addition, use case approaches promote the incremental construction of the behavioral model and help in its maintenance because they facilitate the traceability of the requirement in any phase of the systems' lifecycle.
Despite these advantages, use case approaches present some drawbacks that are closely related to the lack of formality that use cases suffer from. Use cases are partial-behavior descriptions that are expressed in most cases in informal languages. Consequently, it is difficult to validate and verify them for completeness and consistency.
Generating an overall system model from a set of use cases seems to be a solution that may help the validation and verification step. However, to accomplish this task, the dependencies among use cases must be analyzed before composition.
To overcome the informality of use cases, many studies have suggested describing use cases, as state-based models [1, 4, 5] . These descriptions have the advantage of permitting laborious analysis and formal verification of the proposed system's behavior. Despite the benefit of having such models early in the lifecycle, the statebased models elaboration is not widespread in the industry. Use cases must be composed in order to generate the overall behavioral model, which is a difficult task that depends on several factors such as the formality of the model representing the partial behavior, the automation level of the composition approach, and the criterion of the composing partial behaviors.
In the literature, composition according to an identification of common states in different partial behaviors is commonly used as a criterion of composition [1, 6] . However, this criterion has the drawback of assuming that the designer has a deep understanding of the system's behavior and has an overall view of the intended behavior so that she/he is able to accurately define the naming. This is a very demanding task if we consider the incremental nature of the definition of the system behavior itself. Defining composition operators that specify specific composition semantics would facilitate the incremental elaboration of the overall system behavior.
To formalize the informal aspects of use cases, we developed an automated and incremental approach for elaborating a formal model of intended system behavior. We present a formal composition approach of partial behaviors represented as Use Case Automata (UCA). Our use cases are represented by a state-based model. Our approach consists of three main steps. First, the analyst provides a set of UCAs where each one defines a partial system behavior. Then, in an incremental way, the designer can define new behaviors using UCA expressions.
These expressions are in fact used to construct the intended behavioral model instead of explicitly describing them. The valuation of a UCA expression is a new UCA, which results from the merger of two existing UCA's.
Each UCA expression specifies these UCA to be composed. We call them the base and the referred UCA, respectively. The base UCA represents the location where the new behavior will be added, and the referred UCA represents the additional behavior to be merged with the base UCA. Moreover, these expressions provide the composition operators that define the semantics of behavioral merging, as well as the extension points where the merging will be performed. In this paper, we extend the work in [7] by presenting a general approach that accepts extension points as states or transitions of the base UCA. In addition, we implement a tool that supports this approach. Finally, we improve the composition mechanism so that the new behavior is generated without adding any unexpected scenarios.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we give an overview of the concepts we are using in the paper. Section 3 presents the UCA expression syntax. Section 4 describes the composition of use cases. Section 5 introduces the UMACT tool we developed to validate our approach. Discussions on some related work are given in Section 6. Finally, we present our conclusions and discussions on future work in Section 7.
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Preliminaries
While in the literature different definitions have been given to the term use case, we adopt the most generic one that says that a use case represents a partial behavior of the intended system regarding a certain concern [8] [9] [10] . In order to formally model such behavior with a high level of expressiveness, we represent it as a statebased model that we call a use case automaton (UCA We define also a mechanism of label matching, based on the following definition:
Definition 1 (Clone of an UCA)
A clone of a UCA A=(S, s 0 ,S f , L, E) respecting a renaming function Rename: L L' is a UCA A ' =(S, s 0 ,S f , L', E') such that: 1 2 1 2 ' {} ( , , ) ' ' ' ( , (),
Definition 2 (Matching on common labels)
We define the matching based composition of a set of UCAs
• S S 1 ×…×S n , 
Rule (1) states that when a label belongs to a single UCA, then only this UCA may fire the transition.
However, when a label belongs to more than one UCA, then these UCA transitions are fired simultaneously.
The label matching is in fact similar to the well-known concept of synchronization [11] . However, use cases are seen as independent components defined for the same behavioral model and they have to synchronize on their common labels.
The states of the obtained automata are not necessarily the composite states of the final states of the original use cases. They represent a subset of the set of the composite states that contains at least one final state of the composed UCA, as mentioned in the previous definition. This subset will be determined according to the semantics of the composition operator used and the set of extension points. The best illustrative example of our decision is the sequential concatenation of two UCAs. The final states of the generated UCA would be the composite states that contain one of the final states of the referred UCA. The final states of the base UCA are no longer the final states of the generated overall behavior.
In order to compose different UCAs, we define the notion of extension point. It represents a location, either a state or a transition, which is used to identify where another UCA can be inserted. Our extension point definition is similar to that of UML [12] .
UCA Expression
A UCA expression defines how a new use case will be synthesized by composing two existing UCAs. The UCAs of an expression have different roles: a base use case role and a referred use case role. The UCA expression also specifies where and how a referred use case is inserted in the base by giving a set of extension points and an operator.
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Use Case Composition Operators
Operators define templates of the UCA composition. They allow the derivation of a new behavior from two existing ones. We have identified three operators: Include, Extend_with, and Alternative.
With the Include operator, the resulting UCA is composed from the behavior of the base UCA when we insert the behavior of the referred UCA in the extension point. With this operator, the cardinality of the base use case trace set does not change, but some traces may be modified. These traces represent the set of traces that pass by the extension points where the traces of the referred use case are inserted. Fig. 1(b) shows the expected behavior from composing two UCAs A and B with the operator Include. We can note that the inclusion of the referred behavior in the base behavior is mandatory.
In the case of the Extend_with operator, the resulting UCA is composed of the behavior of the base UCA and the behavior of the base UCA where we have inserted the behavior of the referred UCA in the extension points. With this operator, the cardinality of the obtained set of traces is greater than the cardinality of the base use case trace set. In fact, all of the traces of the base use case are kept and augmented by the set of traces obtained by inserting the referred UCA traces into the base UCA traces in the extension points. Fig. 1(c) shows the expected behavior from composing two UCAs A and B with the operator Extend_with. We can note that the inclusion of the referred behavior in the base behavior is optional here.
Finally, in the case of the Alternative operator, the resulting UCA is composed of the behavior of the base UCA and the behavior of the referred UCA as an alternative behavior in the extension points. With this operator, the cardinality of the obtained set of traces is greater than the cardinality of the base use case trace set.
Again, all the traces of the base use case are kept and augmented by the set of traces where the traces of the referred UCA are inserted into the traces of the base UCA in the extension points. Fig. 1(d) shows the expected behavior from composing two UCAs A and B with the operator Alternative. We note that the inclusion of the referred behavior in the base behavior in this case is optional. Unlike the other operators, the base UCA behavior cannot resume from the extension points. In this paper, we are presenting our approach using these three cases that are the most common operators.
However, our approach is not limited to these three, and the same methodology can be applied in order to consider other composition operators like sequential concatenation. Appendix 1 defines formally the set of executions of the composed behavior derived from the set of executions of the UCAs A and B, respectively.
UCA expression
UCA expressions are used to specify the composition information between two UCAs. They follow this syntax:
Z represents the use case that will be generated from the valuation of the expression. X is the base use case and Y is the referred use case. Composition_Operator represents one of the three previously mentioned composition operators: Include, Extend_with, and Alternative.
Finally, Extension_Point defines the set of extension points where the composition will be performed. It can be either the set of transitions or a set of states of the base UCA, following this syntax:
When the extension points are transitions, the qualifiers BEFORE and AFTER are necessary to identify unambiguously the point where the composition is to be performed. This is not applied when the extension points are states. Since our model is a finite automaton without variables, "after a state" and "before a state" lead to trace equivalent automata. A proof is presented in appendix 2. UCA Z is expected to be a trace equivalent with the automaton in Fig. 2(b) . Since we aim to insert complete traces of the use case Y in the extension point, this implies that during the composition, at the level of the initial and the final states of the referred use case, we have to somehow guarantee the non-existence of unexpected scenarios such as the trace e.f.a.c. This is shown in Fig. 2 (a) by highlighting the two states z 1 and z 3 . In the next section, we present our approach for composing use case automata by means of expressions. 
Multiple extension points
When the extension point set is not a singleton, the composition of two UCAs, as specified by the expression, is done in each extension point (state or transition). This means inserting a referred UCA clone in each of the extension points. It is comparable to an operation of a cut and paste in each extension point. Two approaches can be adopted in order to evaluate the UCA expression. One approach is to perform the composition in an incremental manner. This means that we first compose the two UCAs in one extension point. Then, the resulting UCA from the first iteration is used for composition in another extension point and so on, until all the extension points have been considered. This approach leads to the problem of state traceability, since the resulting states from the first iteration are no longer the states present in the base UCA. The second solution, that we present next, generates UCAs that take into account the semantics of the UCA expression on the different extension points and then applies the label matching composition on them in order to derive the UCA of the composition expression.
Description of our approach
From a behavioral point of view, UCA composition implies that the traces of the referred UCA are inserted within the trace of the base UCA in all of the extension points with respect to the semantics of the composition operator of the UCA expression.
We synthesize a set of automata from the use case UCA, which we call builders. Each builder reflects the semantics of the composition operator at the given extension point. Builders are generated automatically from use cases using the rules of synthesis. The generated builders are merged in a further step using the label matching composition.
In a first step, as shown in Fig. 3 , a set of referred use case clones are generated by a label renaming mapping procedure. Then, a set of builders is generated from both the UCA clones and the base UCA. These builders are in fact composed using the label matching, which results in an automaton from which we extract an intermediate 
Clone Synthesis
As mentioned in Definition 1, clones of a UCA are generated using a renaming function for re-labeling the transition of the original UCA. In fact, for each extension point ep EP, a clone of the referred use case must be generated for two reasons: (1) to differentiate clones during the label matching and hence avoid deadlock caused by common labels, and (2) 
Base Use Case builders Synthesis
For each ep EP, we construct a base builder from the use case A 1 with respect to the renaming function f ep .
The synthesized base builder is a UCA
that reflects the semantics of the composition operator as well as the extension point ep. The labels of the base use case are not renamed in the base builder, only two labels f ep (begin) and f ep (end)) are added which serve as the common label indicating the start and the end of the insertion of the referred use case within the base one. The two builders will match to these labels when applying the label matching composition. Since the synthesis rules of builders depend on the operator as well as the extension point, Include, Extend_with and Alternative require the distinction of nine templates. They are generated depending on the qualifier used with the operator (BEFORE or AFTER) and the type of extension point (state or transition). We define a set of synthesis rules for each. These rules are defined for a single extension point ep. We present three tables that describe the different synthesis rules for each template. Table 1 contains the synthesis rules for the builders on extension points specified as states. Table 2 presents the synthesis rules when the BEFORE qualifier is used with a transition-based extension point. The synthesis rules of base builders using an AFTER qualifier with a transition-based extension point are presented in Table 3 
The state s is a constant that represents the extension point, and x and x' are variables. 
3 s 1 , a, and s 2 are constants, while x, b, and x' are variables
As an example of state extension point, we consider the case of an Extend_with composition in the state s.
The synthesis of the base builder follows rules (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . Rule (7) defines the set of the states of the builder UCA.
q and q' are new states added in order to specify the transitions labeled with f s (begin) and f s (end). Rule (8) defines the set of final states of the generated base builder, which represents the same set of final states of the base UCA. Rule (9) shows that all the transitions that are not outgoing from s are labeled with the same label in the base UCA. Rule (10) demonstrates that transitions labeled with f s (begin) and f s (end) are added in the extension point s. Finally, rule (11) shows that all the outgoing transitions of the extension point s are duplicated in order to handle the resumption of the base UCA after the insertion of the behavior of the referred UCA clone. Fig. 4(d) gives an example of such a base builder generated from the UCA in Fig. 4 (a) . Y represents the referred UCA. The rules of synthesis of its builder are explained in the next section. The generation of the base builder is independent from the referred use case. We note that b 1 and b 2 are two additional states needed to add transitions labeled with begin x1 and end x1 .
As an example of a transition extension point, we consider the case of the Include composition operator before the transition (s 1 ,a,s 2 ) in UCA X. The synthesis of the base builder follows rules (16), (17), (18) Fig. 4 shows a set of base builders generated from UCA X with the consideration of a single extension point.
Each builder is derived according to the semantics of the operator specified in the expression. Dashed lines indicate additional transitions and states we added to the structure of the base UCA in order to handle the semantics of the operator. We draw the attention to two facts. First, in the case of Alternative operator and a transition t as extension point, we need to add three states, in contrast to the rest of the builders where we had to add only two states. This is due to the fact that with we have to duplicate the transition t and add two other transitions labeled with begin t and end t , as shown in (f). Second, in the case of Extend_with operator associated with a state extension point x 1 , as shown in (e), the outgoing transitions of x 1 have to be duplicated in order to preserve the set of traces of the original UCA. The additional behavior will from an alternative set of new traces to the outgoing transitions of x 1 .
When the extension point set is not a singleton, we end up with one base builder per extension point. Each base builder has its correspondent referred builder generated from the refereed use case as illustrated in Fig. 5 .
The renaming function f ep builds the link between the base and the referred builders while applying label matching.
Synthesis of Referred Builders
The synthesis of the referred builder is independent of the operator and the extension point set. Each referred builder is synthesized from a clone of the referred UCA using the following rules. Let 
Intermediate Use Case Generation
When builders are synthesized, we apply the matching label composition to generate an intermediate UCA.
During this label matching, none of the labels of the referred builders will match together because of the different labeling we impose on the clone generation step. In addition, referred and base builders have to match merging. This may threaten the assumption that our composition approach has no implied scenario generation.
Hence, we consider them as -transitions and we later remove them by applying the -removal algorithm on FSMs in [13] . After the transition removal, an example of a synthesized UCA representing the intermediate UCA is illustrated in step (4) of Fig. 7 . 
Labeling Recovery and Final States Specification
The fact that final states may also be specified as extension points does not affect the final states of the new UCA, an outcome related to the semantics of Alternative.
An example of the overall process of the composition is shown in Fig. 7 . It addresses the case of composition in multiple extension points. In addition to the composition of the behavioral model, the tool has the ability to propagate the changes of a UCA forward to all its depending UCAs. The depending UCAs of a given UCA are recursively defined as the result from an expression in which the UCA or one of its dependents has participated (as a base or referred use case). Consequently, dependency between UCAs is a transitive relation. It helps the maintenance of the specification when facing future extensions of the use case automata, without rebuilding the entire behavioral description.
Case Study: e-Purchasing system
We apply our approach on generating a behavioral model for an e-Purchasing system. e-Purchasing systems cover a wide range of use cases representing purchasing activities. This case study focuses on use cases that emphasize activities representing the behavior of the system from the purchaser's side. Use cases related to other sections such as catalogue maintenance and report managing are not considered here.
e-Purchasing requires a number of activities to be performed. First the buyer has to select a product. She/he either consults the catalogue list or makes a search with the name of the product in the available catalogues, and then selects the product. After logging in and placing an order, the customer has to specify the information about the delivery, may print a quote, and eventually make the payment. Fig. 9 The e-Purchasing system use cases Fig. 9 shows some UCAs that represent certain functionalities of the e-Purchasing system. Each UCA in Fig.   9 focuses on a single functionality. Login UCA describes the authentication of the client in order to be able to place an order. Prod_Select UCA shows the scenarios for choosing a product. Delivery UCA describes the scenario of entering information about the client address. Order UCA depicts the fact of placing an order by giving the quantity the client desires as well as the verification of the availability of this product in the inventory. Printing UCA expresses the printing of a quote to the client. Finally, Price_Calculation UCA determines the price of the order the client made.
It is to note that the sets of labels of the different use cases are disjoint. When it is not the case, the use cases are pre-processed in order to make the sets disjoints, after composing, a recovering of the original labeling is consequently needed.
Let's construct incrementally a possible overall behavioral UCA of the described e-Purchasing activities. We will proceed to three increments. In the first, we create two new UCAs: Prod_Select_1 and Order_1 using the following expressions: In the second increment, we generate the UCA that takes into account the customer's delivery information before making the payment. We use UCA Order_1. (q6,check_price,q7) is the extension point transition of Order_1 UCA where we want to include Delivery UCA.
Order_2:= Include (Order_1, Delivery) AFTER {(q6, check_price, q7)} Finally, in the third increment we generate two UCAs, Order_3 and Prod_Select_2. The first allows a possible printing of the purchasing quote before making the payment, and the second includes the behavior of
Order_3 after the login in Prod_Select_1. Prod_Select_2 models the steps to buy a product. The output of the UMACT tool is shown in Fig. 10 . The UCA Order_1, Prod_Select_1, Order_2, and Order_3 are shown in appendix 3. We note that the Prod_Select_2 UCA does not represent a complete model of the overall system behavior. More increments still have to be made to take into account other behaviors. We draw the attention that an increment could contain only a set of expressions that are independent from the constructed UCA in that increment. In fact, in order to write the composition expression of the UCA Order_3, we need to have Order_2 constructed because of the specification of the extension points. In order to overcome such constraints, we extended the possibility of defining an LTL property in the composition expression rather than defining a specific extension points as mentioned in [7] . The base UCA is checked against this property in the SPIN model checker that is interfaced in the UMACT tool. The model checking phase determines the set of states where the properties holds. These states play the role of extension points and the composition is performed on them. 
Related Work and Discussions
Early interest in use case based approaches was focused on giving formal semantics to use cases themselves [14] [15] [16] . Glinz [14] uses state-charts [17] to model use cases. He performed the integration of use cases in a way that retrieves the dependencies between them by keeping their internal structure unchanged and detecting inconsistencies. His approach carries only the composition of disjoint use cases with elementary constructors (sequential, alternative, iteration and concurrency constructor). As an extension of Glinz's work, Ryser et al. [15] introduced new types of charts and notations. The advantage of Ryser's approach is that the inter-use cases dependencies can be captured clearly. Still, this work gives a notation rather than a methodology. Hsia et al. [16] represented use cases by means of scenario trees. They used a BNF-format grammar to formally express use cases. Temporal ordering is defined to represent the interaction between the user and the system. This notation is suitable only for well-defined state transition sequences that have few alternatives and no loops [18] , which is not the case for a realistic model of system behavior and does not lead to an iterative and incremental specification generation process.
Recent research on use cases has dealt with the formal integration and analysis of use cases. Many approaches have been developed to synthesize state-based models from a set of use cases or scenarios [1, 4, 6, 8, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . State-based models are needed primarily to validate and verify the user requirements in order to detect defects as early as possible in the life cycle. As an example of such approaches, Bordeleau et al. [22] have proposed integration patterns for use case dependencies. They use Use Case Maps (UCMs) [8] to describe dependencies between use cases. A state-based specification is constructed for each use case, and integrated according to their dependencies. As the whole process is done manually, it relies mainly on the creativity of the analyst to connect the different state-charts together correctly. Araujo et al. [23] also generate a state-based model from use cases. However, they focus on representing aspects during the use case modeling by differentiating between aspectual and non-aspectual use cases and the way they are composed. The composition is performed at the state-machine level while the dependencies between use cases are presented with an interaction pattern, defined in terms of roles.
In addition to the explicit specification of the interactions between use cases using patterns or composition operators, state-based composition has also been used. It consists of composing use cases using either traces [1, 19, 20, 25] or variables (or labels) [6, 21, 24, 26 ] as a characterization of the states of the system. As for the latter, Uchitel et al. [6] synthesized a labeled transition system from an HMSC. The labeling of the system states is done explicitly, and it relies on a global overview of the system states. The same state label can be used in two use cases that share the same system state and whose labeled transition systems are connected through their shared states to compose the overall behavioral model. Our process of generating a composed behavioral model for a system consists of defining UCA expressions in an incremental manner. Each increment enriches the set of behaviors generated from the previous increments with new ones. In addition, generating a new use case does not constrain base and referred use cases, a significant difference from existing approaches of use case composition. Only a dependency relation is kept between them in order to be able to propagate the changes in a UCA to all of its dependent UCAs. We also avoid introducing implied scenarios during the synthesis of the new behavior because builders are defined such that complete traces of the referred use cases are inserted in the extension points. Our approach has the advantage that it is not limited to Include, Extend_with, and Alternative operators. New composition operators can be added by defining the synthesis rules of the base builder generation.
Conclusion
The motivation for the work presented in this paper comes from the need to formalize use case composition along with making the process of generating a formal model of the intended system behavior easier. We advocate an automated and incremental approach for the generation of such models. Incremental generation is a key issue in use case approaches. The fact that use cases are used early in the lifecycle process requires an approach where modifications can be made easily. Using iterations is very helpful.
In our approach, the analyst starts by defining a set of partial behaviors. Then, using UCA expressions s/he generates new ones, and so on until the overall behavioral model is generated. You can see these two automata in Figure 10 , where A 1 is the builder automaton after state s and A 2 is the same automaton before the state s. 
Proof:
The proof for this lemma can be given exactly the same approach of the proof for Lemma 1 . Z 
